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Synopsis
It is shown that the expression for the complex of energy-momentum derived 

in an earlier paper from physical arguments also follows directly from the ma
thematical invariance properties of the theory. The usual method of infinitesimal 
coordinate transformations is generalized to the case of a variational principle 
where the integrant of the integral to be varied depends on the derivatives of 
the field variables of arbitrarily high order. The method is then applied sepa
rately to the gravitational field and the matter field. The transformation pro
perties of the complex under arbitrary space-time transformations are derived, 
and a closer specification of the notion of “local systems of inertia” is given.

Printed in Denmark
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1. Introduction and Summary

In a generally covariant theory like Einstein’s theory of gravitation, 
where the field equations arc derivable from a variational principle, it 

is possible to define a large number of quantities which are “conserved” (1). 
Therefore, extra criteria arc needed in order to select out of this multitude 
of conserved quantities those which have a physical meaning. In particular, 
it becomes a problem to find the correct expressions for the pseudo-tensor 
of energy and momentum. For a Langrangean system where the field equa
tions are derivable from a Langrangean density £, which is a function of 
the field variables and their first order derivatives only and which transforms 
like a scalar density under arbitrary space-time transformations, the well- 
known “method of infinitesimal transformations” leads to a natural choice 
of the energy-momentum complex.*

In the case of gravitational fields, the field equations may now be writ
ten in the Langrangean form with a Langrangean density £ = £ (gzk, g'f') 
which is a scalar density only under arbitrary linear transformations. There
fore, in applying the method of infinitesimal transformations, one is re
stricted to linear transformations, and the “canonical” energy-momentum 
complex 0k obtained in this way does not possess all the transformation 
properties required for a physical interpretation of its components. The 
canonical complex 0k following from the invariance of £ under arbitrary 
infinitesimal linear transformations is of the form

e? - A co
Here, Tk is the matter tensor which appears on the right-hand side of the 
gravitational field equations

* We adopt the terminology of Lorentz who used the denotation complex for a covariant 
quantity with tensor indices which, however, behaves like a tensor or tensor density under 
linear space-time transformations only.
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g = det is the determinant of the metric tensor gik and

Further,

I'-»«?- I I dÿ ,m (3)

(4)

is the quantity introduced by Einstein and by Tolman (2), and 0k satisfies
the divergence relation

A simple calculation shows(3) that skl is of the form

kl  i kl i „ klm 
¿i , m

where

V _ _ ; « = [(_ ) ( ». lm_ In
2 Z y - f/

, klm _ _ n kml _ V__ 9 /il km_ s.m nkl\
o ' \ui !/ ui ,! / 2 x

(6)

(7)

On account of the antisymmetry of the last quantity in I and in,
is zero and, by (1) and (6), & k may be expressed in terms of the “super
potentials” as

= (8)

Now, since hkl is antisymmetric in k and /, the relation (5) is a simple con
sequence of (8).

Although the integrals

= c \ ^X>2 (i»)

give correct values for the total energy and momentum of a closed system, 
at least if one applies quasi-Galilean coordinates, is not the correct ex
pression for the complex of energy and momentum, since it fails in a physic
ally meaningful manner to account for the distribution of the energy and 
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the energy current in space. In a recent paper in the Annals of Physics(4), 
a different expression for the energy-momentum complex was proposed. 
It is defined by

T<‘-1/^(7-, * + /,*)  (10)

(11)

If Tf is eliminated by means of the field equations (2), T¡k may be expressed 
in terms of a superpotential as

For a closed system, the complex gives the same values for the total 
momentum and energy

(14)

as the canonical quantity 0/ in (9), at least in cases where the latter ex
pressions give meaningful results at all. But the expressions (14) are more 
general and give correct values for the energy also when the integration is 
extended over finite regions of space. This is connected with the fact that 
Tk in contrast to transforms like a vector density under arbitrary purely 
spatial transformations

xl = fL (xx), ,r4 = x4, (15)

a property which is a necessary condition for the possibility of interpreting 
‘T44 and T4Z as densities of energy and energy current, respectively. More
over, in later papers(5), it was shown that the pseudo-tensor density T/ 
defined by (10) —(13) is uniquely determined by this requirement. From 
a physical point of view, it would therefore seem that Tk is the correct ex
pression for the complex of energy and momentum, but the fact remains 
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that the method of infinitesimal transformations applied to the Lagrangean 
£ leads to the expression 0k which speaks in favour of the canonical 
quantity 0k.

In the present paper we shall see, however, that the method of infinitesi
mal space-time transformations leads exactly to the complex T’A if one starts 
from another form of the variational principle. It is well known that the 
gravitational field equations may he obtained from a non-Lagrangean 
variational principle where the integrant of the integral to be varied is the 
curvature scalar density

9i = |/^fi (16)

which is a function of the gilc and their first mid second order space-time 
derivatives. In fact, this variational principle is usually the starting point 
in the derivation of the Lagrangean principle. In contrast to the Lagrangean 
£, 94 is a scalar density under arbitrary space-time transformations. The 
method of infinitesimal transformations applied to 94 instead of £ therefore 
leads to a complex with more extended invariance properties and, as we 
shall see in section 3, it just leads to the quantity TA.

In section 2, the “method of infinitesimal transformations’’ is described 
in the general case of field equations derivable from a non-Lagrangean 
variational principle where the integrant V in the variation integral depends 
also on derivatives of the field variables of higher than the first order. In 
section 3, the method is applied to the gravitational field, where V is equal 
to 94/x. As mentioned above, this leads directly to the relations (10)-(13). 
As an illustration, we also apply the method to the matter Lagrangean den
sity in which case of course the well-known results of Rosenfeld and of 
Belinfante (6) regarding the symmetrical form of the matter energy tensor 
arc obtained. This is shown in section 4. In the remaining sections, the 
transformation properties of TA under arbitrary space-time transformations 
are investigated in some detail. The results obtained suggest a specification 
of the notion of a local system of inertia.

2. The Method of Infinitesimal Transformations for a
Non-Lagrangean System of Fields

Consider a generally non-closed system of fields with the field variables 
T14 (x) and their space-time derivatives
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 d2 yA

the field equations of which are derivable from a variational principle. Let 
us first assume that the integrand V in the variation integral is an algebraic 
function of the YA and their first and second order derivatives only. The 
field equations will then be of the form

(17)

where the JA arc the “sources” of the field depending in general also on 
variables other than the YA and their derivatives. Further, the

ÔV dV /dv\ / dV \

are the “variational derivatives” of V with respect to YA. The partial de
rivatives occurring in (18) are of a somewhat symbolic character, since the 
YA, Ya, YAk are not in general truly independent variables. They are defined 
in the following way. Consider arbitrary variations ô YA of the YA, which 
imply definite variations

dy^-ør-4).,, «y¡í»-oy'1),(,t <i9)

of the Ya and YAk as well as of the algebraic expression V(IM, YA, YAk). 
The partial derivatives in (18) are now defined as the coefficients of ôYA, 
ôYa, and öYAk, respectively, in the variation ÔV of V, i. e.

(20)

(summation over A, i and Á!)
Since ôYAk = ôYki, we can arrange the terms in (20) such as to make 

the coefficients of 0YAk and 0Yki equal. With this convention we have

(21)
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If the variables YA are not independent, as in some of the later applications, 
say if Ya = YA , we use a similar symmetrization rule so as to make

d V d Y
d~ŸA = (22)

Now, consider an arbitrary infinitesimal space-time transformation

x'-x' + ^x). (23)

In all cases considered in the following, the local variation

Ô Ya = Ÿ1 (x) - Ya (x) (24)

of Ya (x) is of the form
ÔYA = uAt{^-Y^, (25)

where the are linear functions of the field variables. Hence, by (19),

« Yf - H,,+ (.Cf,, - Yf df ) £»- (26)

In order to assure general covariance of the field equations (17) we 
shall now assume that V is a scalar density. Therefore, we must have

Ô V+(Vefc)ifc = o (27)

at every point in 4-space and for arbitrary functions ^l(x). If we integrate 
(27) over a finite region Í2 in 4-space, we get by partial integrations for all 
functions F (x) which vanish, together with their first and second order 
derivatives, at the boundary surface of £?

further partial integration,

ó V (29)dx = 0 .ya , yl +

ÔVwhere ---- 7 is the variational derivative defined by (18).
Ô Ya

Hence, by (25), after a

C C <5 V .\ ô V dx = \ —¿ ô Ya dx = 0,
V •

-V
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Since the functions s (,r) can be chosen arbitrarily inside Q, we must have
the identity

(30)

The expression (20) for the variation of V may also be written

(31)

If we introduce the expressions (25) and (26) for Ô YA and ô YA into (31), 
we get an expression containing the and their derivatives of the first and 
second order. After some rearrangements, and using the identity (30), the 
equation (27) may then be written in the form

(32)

where we have used the abbreviations

(33)

V kl =
* I (34)

Z. m/, m.

(35)

y klm 
y i

hold for arbitrary choice of the functions t? (æ), we getSince (32) has to 
the following identities :

d Yf

i 1 tí _i— TZ — n
,m\ç,k,l vi k,l,m ~ ’

dV

1

____
i

V

Sf, k ~ ® > (36)

e k kl- V l , I ’ (37)

7 kl i y Ik j / y klm | y lkm\ o, (38)

t , y Imk y mkl _ q y klm _ y kml (39)
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(30) shows that the quantity (33) satisfies a divergence relation and the 
method leads, apart from an arbitrary constant factor, uniquely to the 
expression (33). If we were only interested in deriving (33) and (36), we 
could have obtained this result much more easily by considering a “rigid 
infinitesimal parallel displacement” of the system of coordinates where the 
g1 are constants e1. In that case, we have by (25) and (26)

(40)

(41)0

get

(42)

Introduction of these expressions into (31) and (27) gives directly, by means 
of the identity (30),

Thus, if we define a

which then leads to (36) on account of 
the constants e.

From (39) we

1 V“-»+V 0.

new quantity by

we get by (37) and (42)

(43)

(44)

This expression has the advantage that L\kl is antisymmetric in k, I so that 
(36) is an immediate consequence of (44).

In fact we have, by (43), (38) and (39),

Utkl = - Uilk
i. c.

(45)
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We can therefore also write Uf1 in the manifestly antisymmetric form

where the last term is obtained from the first by interchanging the indices 
k and I.

Thus, the method of infinitesimal transformations leads (apart from 
an arbitrary constant factor) uniquely to a quantity Sifc which satisfies the 
divergence relation (36) and which, by (44), is derivable from a “super
potential” defined by (43), (34), (35) or (46).

The preceding considerations are easily generalized to the case where V 
is a function of the YA and their derivatives of arbitrarily high order. The 
variational derivative of V with respect to T"4 is here defined as

(Summation over n and for each n independent summation over the in
dices q, z2, . . . zra!)

(47) obviously reduces to (18), if V does not depend on derivatives of T1 
of higher than the second order. Similarly, we introduce the variational 
derivatives of V with respect to YA, YAk, . . . by

etc. In this general case, the method of infinitesimal transformations leads 
to the following energy-momentum complex S/ satisfying the divergence 
relation (36) :
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ÔV
(49)

In the first place, it is clear that the identity (30) still is true, since the 
considerations in connection with the equations (27 —(30) are valid also 
here. Then, if we consider a rigid displacement with !? = = constant,
where

(511)

one easily finds that the equations (41), and consequently (36), hold also 
in this case with given by (49).

3. Gravitational Fields

It is well known that the gravitational field may be treated as a La- 
grangean system with the Lagrangean density

(51)

the rikl being the Chrislolfel symbols. In fact we have for all variations of 
the field variables gik which vanish al the surface of a region Q in 4-space

(52)

where
= |/~ <7 Gtk = ^-9 (Rik-^ 9ik R) ■ (53)

Therefore, the field equations are of the form

(54)
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Comparing (54) with (17) we see that we are dealing with a special case 
of the systems treated in section 2. The field variables Tx are here the quan
tities glk, and V = £/x is a function of the YA and their first derivatives 
only. Hence,

ÔV 1 ô£ 1 ■ d£ ldä\■
âÿ*  _ X Tp ~ It lip ~ [fifth.

Since glk = gki, we have here a case where some of the YA are equal. Thus, 
with the convention mentioned on page 7 equations (22) hold, i. e.,

d£ d £ <5 £ d£
(56)

However, V = £/x is a scalar density only under linear space-time 
transformations. Therefore, only the identities (36) and (37) can be derived 
in this case, since = 6 for linear transformation, which means
that the last two terms in (32) are missing. A simple calculation shows that 
Sf and Vtkl in this case are

S/-2 0/, V(“ = 2S(‘‘ (57)

with 0tk and stkl given by (1), (3), and (4). Furthermore, (30) becomes 
identical with the contracted Bianchi identities

aK-ggf
d xk

(58)

However, this equation cannot here be derived by the method used in section 
2, since this would require invariance of Vdx = - j £ dx under arbitrary 

space-time transformations. ß ß
We gel a more satisfactory description by treating the gravitational field 

as a non-Lagrangean system of the type considered in section 2 with

V = ÎR/x = g R/n (59)

which is a function of the gik and their first and second order derivatives 
glk and gzkm. Also in this case we have an equation of the type (52), i. e.,
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(62)

This follows at once from (1) and (8) if we remark that

r
(63)

The reason for this is that 91 differs from £ by a divergence term only. In 
fact, we have

9i = £ + f), 

Í) = xh/zz.

-------- alm - 4 ß ) „Im -fr <X

= l(9t-£).
X

In the last equation, we have used the fact that ß is a homogeneous function 
of the glrm of degree 2. With htkl given by (7) a simple calculation shows that

*-)=(-.7.9'”),» (60

(see, for instance, the Appendix of reference [4]).
For arbitrary variations d gik which vanish at the surface of -Q, we now 

have

<5 \ Í) dx =
♦J

i. e.,

=0. (66)

With

ß ß ß

X
(67)

the field equations take the form (17), i. e.,
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(68)

Since is a scalar density under arbitrary space-time transformations, 
all the relations (32)-(46) of section 2 are valid here. For an infinitesimal 
transformation (23), we now have

A „rs  „sk tr , „rk ts „rs ti °9 ~ 9 Ak + 9 S,k ~ 9i S

which, by comparison with (25), gives

ursk = gsk

Then we get in the first place from (30), (68), and (70)

= 0,

(69)

(70)

(71)

i. e., the Bianchi identity (58). Next, by (33), (59), (61), (62), and (70)

(72)

and the field equations (2),or, using (3)

(73)

with

"A*  - (74)
, m

(75)

by (62)

(76)

in Appendix A, Ak is identically zero with Í) given

9ls

d9™m

- <5? ß + 1 —-

As shown
and (64), and Kkl becomes

= àk h rl - ôl. h rk1Lr r '
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Hence,

where
S<*-|  -í/C-r?+ '/■). (77)

(78)

i. e., the quantity defined by (11). Thus, the “conserved” quantity Sf is 
in this case just the pseudo-tensor density of energy and momentum defined 
by (10).

For the superpotential Utkl we get by (46), (62), and (70)

The calculation of Bkl and of L\kl is completed in Appendix A and the result 
is that C\kl in the present case is equal to the superpotenlial given by 
(13), which makes the equation (44) identical with the equation (12) for 
T/. Thus, the method of infinitesimal transformations leads, apart from an 
arbitrary constant factor, directly to the expressions (10) - (13) for the pseudo
tensor density of energy and momentum. The arbitrary factor is fixed by 
the condition that the integrals Pt in (14) for “closed” systems must have 
the right values and it turns out that, with V= 9Î/æ, this factor has to be equal 
to one.

4. The Matter Field

We shall now assume that the “matter” which produces the gravitational 
field has the character of a tensor field described by a number of field vari
ables Qa (re). (For simplicity, we exclude spinors). Further, we assume 
that this field is of the Lagrangean type, i. e., the matter field equations are 
of the form
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Ó9k
(82)

where 9R is a scalar density depending on the Qa(a’)> gtk (x) and their first 
order derivatives, and the symmetrical matter tensor is obtained by deri
vation of 9)1 with respect to gik, i. e.,

(83)

In all practical cases, 9)1 does even not depend on gik :

9)i = SR (gik, Qa, Qai). (84)

This implies that both the gravitational field equations (2) and the matter 
field equations (82) are derivable from the variational principle

= 0 (85)

for independent variations of the gik and the Qa.
We may now apply the general considerations of section 2 to the non

closed system with
V=9)i

(86) 
YA = (qik, Qa}.

As we shall see now, this leads to a special case of the well-known connection 
between the symmetrical and the “canonical” matter tensor discovered by 
Rosenfeld and by Belinfante [6]. With V=yiï(glk, Qa, Qai) we get from 
(33), (70), and (83)

&*-  _2]/-gTk-——uak + -—Qai-^tôk. (87)
i ' * 1 0Qa dQak ’1 1

On the othei' hand, we have, by (44) and (46), in the present case

(88)

Mat.Fys.Medd. JJan.Vid.Selsk. 31, no. 14. 2
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Thus, we get from (87) and (88)

with
y-gT^\-g(T^T^

,---- dWl/2\/-gT*  = ^^-($1/2)0*

]/-g^ =

(89)

(90)

(91)

7)*  is the generally unsymmetric canonical 
the “matter Lagrangean”

£(w> = - 9K/2

matter tensor derivable from

(92)

and 7)a is the term which has to be added to T*  in order to give the sym
metrical matter tensor 71*.  The first term in (91) is zero on account of the 
field equations (82) and, for a matter-system confined to a final part of 
3-space, the last term will give no contribution to the total matter energy 
and momentum. In fact, we have

= 11 |/_ g pA faA ({x¿ = 1 G _ 7 jæl (jx¿ (jx3

dxldx¿dx3 = I ~g dxldx*dx3■

(93)

In general, P-m^ is not constant in time. Only the sum of the matter part 
and the gravitational part, i. e.,

p. = 1 Tf dx1 dx2 dx3 = J J |/- .7 f Ti 1 h4] dxl dx* dx3 (94)

is conserved for a closed system.
As an example, we consider the case where the matter field is a purely 

electromagnetic field. Here, we have

æ-ll -’ff/' o’"'Fr. Fln

F = A -4 = — Fik k, i i, k ki'

(95)
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As the field variables Qa we may take the components of the four-potential. 
Then, we get

dAl.l
(96)

and the field equations (82) are the Maxwell equations

(»7)

Further, since for any variation of the gik

t> (|/- g g’1 rí - O [- »« g’1 gm + g‘m W 4 + «Í + ffrt W W + »IO « ff“.

we have, by (83)

(98)

which is the usual expression for the electromagnetic energy-momentum 
tensor.

On the other hand, the canonical tensor is, by (90), (95), and (96),

I ff?/ A,, - (ä»/2) y - - |Z- 9 Fa A,, ( - L? Flm F1™ Ô*  (99)

It dillers from (98) by the term |/-p Ttk given by (91). Since At is a four- 
vector, we have for an infinitesimal transformation

Thus, by (91) and (96),
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or

\ 1 0^1/2 v Ö2R/2 ,
ôlrA,./ r 1 9

/, 1 r 1 dAr>k r J

By adding the expressions (99) and (101) we get again the expression (98) 
for the symmetrical matter tensor, in accordance with the general equation 
(89).

In conclusion, we summarize the main results of the preceding sections. 
The total pseudo-tensor density of energy and momentum may be writ
ten as the sum of a “matter part” Tk and a “gravitational part” tt*:

where, by (89) — (92)
Ír/ = í/-í7[^ + ^] (102)

+ ô?£(m) +
i

(103)

and, by (72)-(78),

|/- ,j y - - 1 @*  + 2 I - - (d*  A/*), ,

Apart from the last two terms which give no contribution to P^m\ the 
part (103) has the canonical form corresponding to a matter Lagrangean 

= On the other hand, the gravitational part (104) has an entirely
different structure and it can not be derived from a Lagrangean density 
according to the usual rides. This may be taken as an indication that the 
“quantization” of gravitational fields should be performed in a way which 
differs from the usual rules of ordinary quantum mechanics. It is true that 
\ -gt*  i11 (104) may also be written

(104)

matter

(105)
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where
ipkl = h^-ô^h^+ô1̂  (106)

is antisymmetric in k and I. Therefore, by partial integrations, the total gra
vitational momentum and energy take the form

= ~ ~ 9 h4 dx1 dx2 dx3 = ~ I ‘ ~ V k dx2 dx3 + A¡, (107)

where Af depends on the gravitational variables at spatial infinity only. 
Formally the gravitational field may therefore be treated as a canonical 
system. But quite apart from the complications, already present on the “clas
sical” level, which occur in the transition from the Lagrangean to the Hamil- 
tonean form due to the different types of restraints(7), we are faced with 
the difficult problem of finding the correct order of factors in the transition 
to a quantal description along the usual lines of quantum mechanics. Also 
it should be mentioned that the division of 7, into a matter part and a 
gravitational part is to a large extent arbitrary due to the fact that the 
matter tensor is the source of the gravitational field. By means of these 
equations, a larger or smaller part of Tk may be eliminated in 7)*.  If we 
eliminate Tk entirely, we arrive at the simple and convenient expression (12) 
which depends on the gravitational field variables only.

For the total momentum and energy of the system, we then get

= H 7) 4 dr1 dx2 dx3 = -(Xi4ÅÅ dx1 dx2 dx3

which, by means of Gauss’ theorem, may be written as a surface integral 
depending only on the gravitational field variables at spatial infinity.

5. Transformation Properties of 7'/ and /A

The energy-momentum complex is a tensor density under linear trans
formations, only. We shall now investigate the transformation properties 
of T/ and tf under the most general space-time transformations. To this 
end, we consider an arbitrary vector field <T(.r) and the antisymmetrical 
tensor density
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km

ai (æ) = 9ik (,k (æ) •

(108)

Further, the vector density
(109)

which, on account of the antisymmetry of $kl in k and /, satisfies the di
vergence relation

(oo) 

for arbitrary vector fields o'f.r).
As remarked by Komar (8), the vector density $k is closely related to 

the complex In fact, if we let the contravariant components of the arbi
trary vector field a1 be constants el in a definite system of coordinates, we 
have by (108), (109), (12), and (13)

(111)

For an arbitrary vector field o’(-r), we get on the other hand, since

(ln, m a 9in,m ' ^,m9in’
(112)

where bklm is the tensor density of rank 4 defined by

Hence, by (109), (112), and (12),

(113)

(114)

Now, consider an arbitrary space-time transformation (ar) -> (.ra) with

(115)
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Since is a vector density, we have

(116)

where |à| = det { xlk } is the determinant of the matrix <xlk. If we choose the 
components a'1 in the primed system to be constants g*.  we have

where
d2xr 

dx"1 dx's'
d2xs d3xr

“m’ n = dxm dxn ’ Xi’s’1 = ~dx’idx'8dx't ’

(117)

(118)

Introduction of (117) into (116) gives, since the constants el are arbitrary, 
the following transformation law for the complex T:

The last term on the right-hand side of (119) represents the deviation from 
the transformation law of a tensor density. For linear transformations, where

Ä s>< = 0, this term is zero, in accordance with the fact that is 
an affine tensor density. Moreover, for the purely spatial transformation
(15), we have

i. e.,

(120)

à J T4 . (121)

This equation shows that the fourth column of the matrix T k transforms 
like a vector density under the transformation (15), a property which was 
the starting point in our derivation of T/ in(4). The apparent distinction 
of the time direction revealed in this property is not surprising, since the 
densities of energy and energy current in this description are connected 
with the “time column” of T k. Actually, if a is any fixed value of the in

(119)
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dices 1, 2, 3, 4, the ath column will also transform like a vector density 
under the transformations

x't = fi(xk) with z#a, k^a;

for, in that case, we have

(122)

(123)

But, for a# 4, this property does not lend itself to a simple physical inter
pretation.

Since the matter part I — </ Tk of transforms like a tensor density, 
we get for the gravitational complex tk defined by (10) and (11) the trans
formation law

By means of (108), (109), and (111), one finds a convenient explicit 
expression for tk in the following way. First, we may substitute the usual 
derivatives anm in the antisymmetrical expression (108) by covariant deriv
atives an. m which are tensor components. Hence

Then, we use the commutation law for repeated covariant derivations:

‘ i - a1-. Í * - «*  - («' ¡):‘ - r<‘ (126)

where Kikim is the Riemann curvature tensor, and Rik is its contraction. 
By (125), (126), and the field equations (2) we therefore get

S*  - I - g T* t «¡ - 6» n¡ + (); («* ’ '); l] • (127)
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Now, choose the a*  equal to constants £¿; then, according to (111),

i. e., the conservation law is of the same form as in a system of inertia in
the special theory of relativity. Geodesic systems of coordinates are there
fore often called local systems of inertia. However, the complex t* is not in
general zero in a geodesic system and, as we shall see in the last section,
it seems appropriate to use this denotation only for a certain restricted class
of geodesic systems. In a general geodesic system, we have at the origin,
according to (129), (131), (113), and (13),

+ (128)

and, by a simple calculation,

(«;,)•*- z (129)

Therefore, since the el * * * * * are arbitrary, the equations (127), (128) yield

(130)

with
+ (isi)

and
ñym-(.rungmn-

tf differs from by a tensor. Thus, the transformation law (124) holds 
also for tf.

By (10), (13’), and (71) ttk satisfies the conservation law

(f T? <<”),» - - (l/7» 7?),*  - - , T*'  (132)

in any system of coordinates. But, as is well known, one may always in 
an infinite number of ways introduce systems of coordinates which are 
geodesic at a given point 0 in 4-space, i. e., systems in which the first 
order derivatives of the metric tensor vanish at the point 0. Then, at 0, 
which we shall take as origin of the geodesic system, (132) reduces to
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í/=-^7?/2« + íf

<n)’1
zh=0> 6^i=0

(134)

Let us now assume that the coordinate systems (xl) and (.rz/) in (124) are 
both geodesic at the point 0, which means that the first order derivatives 
of the xk must be zero at 0, i. e.,

<n(0) = 0. (135)
We shall further choose

4(0) “4 (135')

which does not imply any essential restriction. In that case, the transfor
mation law (124) at the origin 0 of our geodesic systems takes the form

f'k = / k — ¡yr A 1cmn 
Li m, n u r (136)

Here, a- m n may be any set of numbers symmetrical in the indices i, 
in, and n.

The question is now whether the coefficients can be chosen such 
that the t*  become zero at 0. It is easily seen that this is not always possible, 
for the diagonal sum is obviously invariant under the transition from one 
geodesic system to another. In fact, we get from (136)

i = ! i
i li > (137)

since the last term in (136) vanishes by contraction of the indices i and k 
on account of the symmetry of w and the antisymmetry of brimn in the 
indices i and m.

Further, since by (134),

(138)

it is clear that a transformation (136) cannot make f * zero, unless the cur
vature scalar is zero at the point 0. On the other hand, since /d = = 0 
and the transformation equations (136) hold also for it seems always
possible to choose a geodesic system in which all components vanish.

In the following sections, we shall see that this is really the case for a 
large group of geodesic systems, the “locally normal” systems of coordinates.
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6. Normal Coordinates

Among the coordinate systems which are geodesic at a given point 0, the 
normal coordinates introduced already by Riemann for 2-dimensional 
surfaces, play a distinguished role. They are defined as follows. Let (xl) 
be an arbitrary system of coordinates. Then, the geodesics may be defined
by the equations

d2x4 . dxk dx1
(139)

where the parameter Â is defined only up to a linear transformation. For 
all geodesics, except the null-lines, Â is proportional to the invariant 4-distance 
■s. Now, consider all the geodesics passing through the point 0. They are 

defined by the vector tangents at 0 with components /T = -yy(0). In a cer- d Á
tain finite domain around 0, there will be only one of these geodesics passing 
through a given point P. We may therefore characterize this point by the 
four numbers

(140)

which are the normal coordinates of Riemann. They are uniquely determined 
since they are unchanged by a linear transformation of the parameter Â. 
If P approaches 0, the line joining 0 and P defines an infinitesimal vector 
at 0 with the contravariant components <7.r¿ and dx1 in the two systems of 
coordinates, respectively. Obviously, we have at 0 dx1 = dxi, i. e., a*(0)  = 0% 
and the components of any tensor are identical in the two systems at the 
origin 0. Thus, for instance,

ö'a(ö) = = • (141)

In this way, a uniquely defined normal system x1 is connected with every 
x’-system. An arbitrary transformation of the x*-system  (x1) (x'z) ob
viously induces a linear transformation (xl) —> (x'1) of the adjoint normal 
systems. The normal systems of coordinates are as close to the rectilinear 
systems of flat space as possible in a general Riemannian space. From their 
definition it follows that any geodesic passing through the origin 0 is de
scribed by a linear parameter representation in normal coordinates, i. e.,

x^^CÂ-Âo)
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with constant ßl. Thus,

and, by means of the equations (139) written in normal coordinates, we get

(142)

at all points in 4-space. The equations (142) or the equivalent equations

(x) xk xl = 0 (143)

represent a sufficient and necessary condition for the system of coordinates 
to be a normal system.

By repeated differentiations of these equations, one finds, as shown in 
Appendix B, the following values for the derivatives of the metric tensor 
al the origin 0 :

9a,z(°) = 0 a

9ik, I, m (0) — 9 Im, i, k (®)   3 (^^ Rimlk 00 ; 1’

.9ik, I, m, n (®) — g l^ilkm; n (®) T ^{mkn; I (®) + ^inkl', m (0) j (-

(144)

where Ä<l}njb(0) is the Riemann curvature tensor at 0. In a small surrounding 
of 0, we have the following approximate expression for gifc(.r):

9ik (æ) = 9ik (°) + | 9ik, l, m (°) æ™ + J_0 ß! 9ik, I, m, (145)

with coefficients given by (144). The linear terms are lacking, since a nor
mal system, according to (144 a), is a special type of a geodesic system. 
By means of (12), (13), and (144), we have at the point 0 

(146)
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Here, we have used the symmetry properties of the Riemann tensor and the 
expression for the contracted curvature tensor.

A comparison of (146) with (10) and (134) gives

(147)

at the origin of a normal system of coordinates. 
Similarly, we get at 0 by (12), (13), and (144)

x n, I,
\ nkm In 

r/ y y

V___ y (Tl _lR + J? _ 7? _ » _ 7? \ in
o \ r 1 lilmr; n riiirmn',l r lllnr\m lirnm;l/ y ./ •3 x

(148)

On account of the symmetry properties of the Riemann tensor and the Bi
anchi identities, this may be written

Further, we have

Thus, at the origin of a normal system, we have

(149)

In accordance with (13'), the right-hand side of (149) vanishes on account 
of the contracted Bianchi identities if we put r = k and sum over k.

7. Locally Normal Coordinates. Local Systems of Inertia 
in Empty Space

The normal coordinates (a?) considered in the preceding section are 
uniquely determined by the conditions (141), (142). Usually, however, one 
is interested only in systems of coordinates which are locally normal, i. e., 
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where (142) is satisfied only approximately in a small region around the 
origin. In this connection, one can distinguish between locally normal sy
stems of first order, second order, and third order, according as to whether 
only the first, the first and the second, or all three equations (144), respectively, 
are satisfied. The locally normal systems of first order are obviously just 
the geodesic systems. Starting from an arbitrary system of coordinate s (a?), 
the locally normal systems of 77 ’th order may be obtained by a transformation 
of the form

co, (iso)

where (x) is a polynomial of degree n + 1 in the coordinate differences 
xt — xi0 with suitable coefficients. Here, (.Tq) denotes the coordinates of the 
point 0 in the (a?)-system. As shown in Appendix C, the locally normativ 
systems of order 2, for instance, are obtained by the transformation

æ*  = æl + |^lz(O)(æfc-æo)(;rZ-æo) + (xk-x%)(xl-xl0)(xm-xff) (151) 

with

(152)

If we omit the last term in (151) we get the usual transformation leading to 
the geodesic systems.

Let us now first consider a domain of 4-space where there is no matter 
present, i. e., where

T*  = 0, 7?*  = 0, V,r=°. (153)

In that case, we have, according to (10) and (130),

y-'J (154)

In empty space, it seems natural to define a local system of inertia as a
system in which not only the metric tensor is locally constant to the first
order, but in which also the complexes and vanish at the origin. From 
this point of view, only normal systems of at least second order should be 
called local systems of inertia, for only in such systems we have, according 
to (146), (147), and (153),

(155)
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If the system considered is normal of even higher order, tk is also locally 
constant, for by (149) and (153)

(156)
at the origin.

On the other hand, inside matter where if, and in general also R 
are different from zero, we have by (147) in any normal system of at least
second order

?/(0) = -öf7?(O)/2x. (157)

Thus, the gravitational complex t*  does not vanish, unless T\ = R/x = 0 as, 
for instance, in the case where the matter is a purely electromagnetic field. 
Moreover, from the considerations in section 5 it follows that it is not possible 
at all to find a geodesic system in which t*  vanishes exactly. Only the com
plex tk can in general be transformed away completely by introducing 
locally normal systems of second order. Inside matter, these systems thus 
hardly deserve the name of local systems of inertia. In a subsequent paper, 
it will be shown in another connection that it is more natural to reserve this 
denotation for a class of systems which are only approximately locally 
normal systems of coordinates.

From (62), (64),

with 

Appendix A

we get, for arbitrary variations of glk,

(A 1)

Differentiation of the relation

yields

= -^V9imô9lm

~ | [<A9lm), kô9lm + V 9Im 0 9lkm]

(A 3)

(A 4)
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After introduction of these expressions into (A 2) and some rearrange
ment of terms, ô f) may be written

.Im (A 6)

dj"“.

Hence, by definition,

(A 7)

(A 8)

(A 9)

ft

+ | <>h- ^gVvgim-^^vgim^.r bgl¿

dï) 
dgliï

= 7^1r¡m + %^) - I gkr g glm -2 gkr (g glm\ r

These expressions are easily seen to be in accordance with the identities (66). 
From (A 9) we get, using the relation

- ..’lí/lmSÍ”.

9‘”) " [1? s<*  “ » = Iff ff“ + 2 g“yt], » - Ï)

(A 10)

(All)

which shows that the last term in (74) is zero. Further, by (A 8) and (A 9),

àglm
(A 12)
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(A 13)

Thus, we get for the quantity Ak of (74),

A? =gkr[~ Vr glmglim + % glm glrm - t¡ (glmt r g^m - glm< t glrm)] = 0, (A 14)

on account of (A 10) and the relation

gim, i gisgt 9tm (A 15)

which follows from I he equation

by differentiation.
Further, we have

g u g (A 16)

(A 17)

which by (75) leads to the expression (76) for Kkl.
Finally, we have to calculate the quantity Bkl defined by (81) in the 

text. For the first term we get by (A 12) 

JH)
ôi rln + Vi ôn - 2 9lr *7  9in ~ 9^ (V 9inl r

= ôi gkn gn + gkl -\ökn 9lrr~ glm Cvm gin + gm, m) gkn

for the second and third terms by (A 9)

, m
1

dí) »

q/ at»
3 W”

Mat.Fys.Medd.Dan.Vid.Selsk. 31, no. 14. 3
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Hence,

¿i Oí í£n + 2 '/») -1 «? (v & + 2 >/ra) + 5 (, </»•). „

- ¡U; (>í /”•). .+*  «“+1 nkt‘ -1 <<» <

and
B« - B“ - 6\ /,,« - df r' + 4- [< </”) - ó' /“)], „.

2 H

(A 18)

(A I 9)

On the other hand, we have by (6), and (7) in the text

■'/' - s “ - 2 A,« + 2- [<5‘ (i; /”) - (, </’”)]. „
2 X

2 hkl = -tu. (Æ.«/’“ 1 O;2„,-ädo/2f/ta).
Tj T¡

Hence, by (64), (80),

Him, n> -I km
(A 20)

where %tkl is given by equation (13) in the text.

Appendix B

A system of normal Riemann coordinates in 4-space is characterized 
by the equations (143) which have to be satisfied at each point. Hence, 
omitting the ° over the symbols, thus writing xi, gik, . . . instead of a?1, gik, . .

ri, rs (æ) æs = 0 • (Bl)

If we differentiate this equation twice with respect to xk and xl, and here
after with respect to xm, we get the following two equations :

(-G, rs), k, I (æ) ær æ5 + 2 [(-^í, kr), i + (-Tj, ir\ k] xr + 2 Fikl (x) — 0 (B 2) 
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rsl k, I. m (æ) æ*  + 2 A m ri k, l + kr\ l, m + d\ Ir), k, J 

2 ^iklm A-kiim—2 9ik,l,m^ t^^9il, k, m^ 9im, k, I 9lm,i,k-

; 2 [CG, km\ I + (G. lm\ k + (G, kl\m\ ~ 0 •

For the values of l\kl and at the origin 0, we thus get, by
x1 = 0 in these equations,

i, kl = 0

^iklm — $ G i, kl\ m = (J i, kl), m + i, Im), k + (J i. mk \ I ~ ® •
(klm)

Here, as in the following, the symbol S in front of a term contaii 
(klm)

indices k, I, and m means addition of the two terms obtained b; 
permutation of these indices.

Similarly, one linds, by differentiation of (B 3) with respect to 
afterwards putting xi = 0, at the point 0 the relation

4 P = ()^ilmnk ' ^iklmn
with

Anmnk ~ S (G, lm\ n, k
(Imn)

l^iklmn ~ $ ("G. kl ). m, n "
(Imn)

The equation (B 4) is equivalent to

9ik, I

showing that the system is geodesic at 0.
The Christoffel symbols are defined by

^i, kl = ñ ^9ik, l + S'«, k ~ 9kl, i) •

Introduction of these expressions into (B 5) gives

Atklm— '>9ik,l,m n $ 9kl,m,i 
(klm) “ (klm)

which is equivalent to

(B3)

putting

(B 4)

(B5)

ling the

/ cyclic

xn and

(B 6)

(B7)

(B 8)

(B9)

3*
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Hence, since is symmetrical in i and k,

9ik,l,m ^k,lm),i' (B 10)
Similarly, we get for Ailmnk and I3iJcimn in (B 7), after a simple rearrangement 
of terms,

Ailmnk ~ S Qnt m,n,k~~ A $ 9Im, n, i, k (B 11)
(Imn) ¿ (Imn)

^iklmn ~ t) 9ik, I, m, n + ñ $ )lil,m,n,k 9kl, m, n,i\ • (B 12)
“ (Imn)

Since tlie last term on the right-hand side of (B 11), as well as the first term 
on the right-hand side of (B 12), is symmetrical in i and k, we get

^iklmn ^kilmn $ ^9il,m,n,k 9kl,m,n,i^ ^ZZmnfc ^fcZwni • 
(Imn)

On the other hand, we have by (B 6)

(B 13)

^iklmn ^kilmn X-^iZwnA: ^fcZinni) »

which means that these differences must be zero. Hence, by (B 12) and
(B 6),

9ik, I, m, n

9ik, I, m, n
2- 40 £ ilmnk

2
ß $ (1 i, Im), n,
0 (Imn)

k

iklmn

(B 14)

At the origin 0, where (B 4) and (B 8) hold, the Riemann curvature tensor 
^ikim an(l its derivatives are now given by

Riklrn , kl), m i, km), I

^iklm', n ~ ^iklm, n (V Z, kl)', m, n ~ () i, km), I, n ■
(B15)

Hence, by (B 5), (B 10),

Rilmk ^imlk ~ i, Im), k ~ d i, kl), m~ (J i, ml), I ~ (J i, Im), k 

and

9ik, I, m ~ ~ ß ()^ilmk + ^imlk) • (B16)
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Similarly, by (B 15), (B 6), (B 7) and (B 14)

$ Rilknr, n ~ klX m, n~ lm\ n, âJ ~ — $ (f im\ n, 
(Imn) (Imn) (Imn)

and

!lik, l, m, « — o $ K-ii/cm; n ~ l^ilkm; n ^imkn; l : ^inkl; mi • 
à (Imn) 1

(B 17)

The equations (B 8), (B 16), and (B 17) are just the equations (144) used 
in Section 6.

Appendix C

We shall in this Appendix consider the transformations leading from 
an arbitrary system of coordinates xl to a normal system xl with origin at

az 4 ~ ^z al ~ 4 • (C 2)

By means of (C 2), the Christoll'el transformation formulae

^kl & = ar 4, Z + ar “k “Í rrst Cx)

may be written
°í, l + rÍst Cr™) 4 “Í = ^kl (æ) • <C 3 )

If we multiply this equation by xkxl, we get by Eq. (143) in the text the 
following differentio-functional equations for the functions gi (x)

+ rst (gm (¿))
dgs d gl 
d xk d xl

= (I. (C4)
Four independent solutions of (C 4) satisfying the condition

(0) = 4>
define the transformation to normal coordinates.
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If we arc interested in locally normal systems only, we need not consider 
the values of g1 (.r) in large distances from 0. From the inverse relation (C 3), 
i. e.,

4, i (*)  + ¡Z (¿) 4 (æ) (*)  = < (*)  rrkl (.r) (C 5)

o ,
we get at 0, remembering that a¡.(0) = ôk and ^z(0) = 0,

al, Z (9) — kl (9 ) (C 6)

which, apart from a factor 2 is identical with the coefficient of the quadratic 
term in the transformation (151).

Now, differentiate (C 5) with respect to xm:

ak, I, m (0) + m (o) - a’, m (0) rkl (0) + rlkl m(0).

(C 7)

(C 8)

Thus, since is symmetrical in the indices Á1, /, in, we get,
and the equation

kl, m (0) + ¿Im, k (9) + 1 mk, i (0) - 0

by (C 6)

(C 9)

valid in a locally normal system (see (144 b) and (B 5) in Appendix B),

— _ s [rkltm(o)+(o)rkl(o)] (c 10) 
” (klm)

which is identical with the coefficient I3lkim (0) in the transformation (151). 
Thus, the latter transformation leads to a locally normal system of the second 
order. Proceeding in this way, we can by further differentiations of (C 7) 
and subsequently putting a? = 0 derive expressions for the values of still 
higher derivatives of a.k at 0 and, thus, determine the coefficients in the 
higher order terms in the polynomial (.r) of Eq. (150) which defines 
the transformations to the locally normal systems of arbitrarily high order.
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